
  Which member of the Madrigal family is 
the oldest?

AbuelaQ: A:

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

What does Pepa’s magical power enable 
her to do?

Change the weatherQ: A:

Which one of Mirabel’s sisters has the 
magical gift of strength?

LuisaQ: A:

Who does Mirabel refer to as “senorita 
perfecta?”

IsabelleQ: A:

Which member of the Madrigal family 
wears glasses? MirabelQ: A:

Mirabel’s dad, Agustin, is allergic to what? Bee StingsQ: A:

What color bow does Dolores wear in her 
hair? RedQ: A:

Mirabel’s mother, Julieta, can heal people 
with what? FoodQ: A:

In which country does Encanto take place? ColumbiaQ: A:

What gift did Mirabel give Antonio on the 
day of his ceremony?

A stuffed leopardQ: A:
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  What magical gift does Antonio have? Talking to animalsQ: A:

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

What type of imperfect plant did Isabela 
make?

CactusQ: A:

What is Abuela’s real name? AlmaQ: A:

What color is the cloak that Bruno wears? GreenQ: A:

How old are the Madrigal children when 
they receive their gifts?

FiveQ: A:

What does the Madrigal family call their 
magical home? CasitaQ: A:

Who wrote the original songs in Encanto? Lin Manuel MirandaQ: A:

Who is Pepa married to? FelixQ: A:

What is Abuela’s husband’s name? PedroQ: A:

Who does the family Madrigal not talk 
about?

BrunoQ: A:
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Fill in the Answers
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Ideas for how to play

Match Questions and Answers
Cut out each trivia box, then cut on the dotted line to separate the questions
from the answers. Pass out the pieces to players, then have them search for the
match to the piece the received.

Who Gets Most Right?
Pass out answer sheets for guests to write on. Verbally ask the questions, and
have guests write down the answers. At the end, share the correct answers with
the group and see who got the most correct answers!

Collect the Cards
You can simply cut out the trivia cards and ask the questions aloud. Give the
card to the person (or team) who first answers the question correctly, and see
who has the most cards at the end of the game!


